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Pipeline Status

Text Placement
Scanners see company titles, job titles 
and dates in specific order on resume.
Pros: Saves applicant time with auto-fill
Cons: Info can end up in wrong fields

Section Headers
Scanners find work history under 
specific headers.
Pros: Saves applicant time with auto-fill
Cons: Can miss work history if headers 
are not exact

Syntax and Formats
Scanners see only specifc aconyms for terms 
like BA, BS, MBA. Phone formats can be 
missed. PDFs and underlines create issues. 
Pros: Saves applicant time with auto-fill
Cons: Can miss information 

Candidates in pipeline are assigned a status 
and a process is enforced.
Pros: Easy access to info for hiring team
Cons: Di�cult to fast track or 
communicate in person

Filtering and Ranking
Applications that make it to the hiring team 
are ranked by the ATS and by management.
Pros: Saves  time on team interviews
Cons: Impressions based only on resume

Keyword Matching
Scanning looks for key words to 
qualify and rank resume.
Pros: Qualifies a candidate
Cons: Terms have to be exact 

Keyword Search

100 Resumes
submitted to
the ATS cloud

FINISH! 

overcoming
ATS

Applicant Tracking Systems manage floods of job applicants, and discard             of 
resumes submitted. Only                       resumes get seen by a hiring  manager.

Learn what the resume software is 
seeking and in what order: Employer, job title, and date 
separated by spaces in the resume. 
Separate titles from the description with space.

Use recognized section headers. The scanner will 
look for “Work Experience” and possibly ignore 
“Professional Experience.”

Use recognized formats for degrees, 
certifications and phone number entries. Ex: 
Instead of B.A.A for a degree, use B.A. Use 
dashes in phone numbers, not periods. Use 
Word docs instead of PDF. Don’t underline.

Write a cover letter that links keywords to  
experience. This helps a resume rank higher.

Search the Dictionary of Occupational Titles for key words for 
the career experience. Make a Word Cloud. Write a cover 
letter that links keywords to experience. Use simple fonts.

Call HR for status. Call the Hiring Manager.

Keywords

More Interviews!




